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SUMMARY

FABBRICA DELLA PENICILLINA IN POSTWAR ITALY

This paper focuses on the motives and long-term effects of the momentous 
decision to build a world-class biomedical research laboratory, the 
International Center for Chemical Microbiology, at the Istituto Superiore 
di Sanità in Rome, rather than develop domestic production of penicillin to 
meet the needs of a destitute postwar Italy. An institutionalist approach will 
provide a richer vision of the intersections of scientific and national political 
history in postwar Italy and the Cold War. The Center failed in its modernising 
mission due to an insular mentality producing an ‘enclosure effect’ against the 
State, the healthcare system and the pharmaceutical industry. The absence of 
a scientific base together with an economic policy of ‘liberal protectionism’ 
that placed premiums on import tariffs and the licensing of foreign products 
explains the path dependency of the pharmaceutical industry during the 
postwar years and its demise in the 1960s.

Introduction
The convoluted and contested history of the surge to world fame and 
quick demise of the ‘fabbrica della penicillina’ (the penicillin factory) 
at the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) in Rome has been recounted 
many times along different narratives. Traditional accounts represent 
the International Center for Chemical Microbiology into which the 
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fabbrica was turned, as a watershed in the development of biochem-
istry and the origin of the Italian antibiotic industry1. Academic jeal-
ousy and obscure political machinations have been invoked to ex-
plain the sudden collapse of the empire the ISS’s director, Domenico 
Marotta, had painstakingly built over a quarter of a century of unin-
terrupted ‘iron-fist ruling under sweet manners’2. Some authors have 
associated Marotta’s trial with a political plot against the new alliance 
between the Socialist and Christian Democratic parties of the early 
1960s. A recent line of enquiry has connected the fall of Marotta to 
a common pool of ‘occasioni scippate’ (stolen opportunities) from 
Italy. Some scholars, however, have also begun to ground the fab-
brica della penicillina and its main actors, Marotta and Chain, within 
their proper historical and institutional context3. Impeccable scholarly 
work has recently shown that both the traditional self-aggrandising 
narratives of ‘commemorative practices’ and the more recent ‘para-
noid style’ of explanations of its fall, deflect attention away from an 
analysis of institutional causes and long-term after-effects4. 
Adopting an historical institutionalist perspective, this paper takes 
the fabbrica as a ‘tracer’ to examine the political negotiations and or-
ganisational and institutional reconfigurations that changed the orig-
inal mission of the ISS and helped develop a new ‘moral economy’ 
of funding and managing research5. The steps of the Marotta affair 
are taken as a probe to unearth the controversies and justifications – 
prompted by the semi-private governance of the Center – surround-
ing new forms of practice and collaborations between its scientists 
and the industry. Finally, a brief outline of the effects on the Italian 
pharmaceutical industry will be provided.

Science and the fabbrica in early postwar Italy
Italy had emerged from the war a divided, debased and destitute 
country, where dire need clashed with governmental inertia6. Science 
and scientific research were deemed a luxury for better times; once 
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more pressing needs had been dealt with7. The short address given 
to the national assembly of the National Research Council (CNR) 
in 1946 by the Prime Minister, Alcide De Gasperi, was ambiguous 
enough to leave one puzzling over government policy for scientific 
research:

Today, the Italian people, burdened by worries and living in want and 
hardship, drag themselves towards the ascent of their renaissance. We don’t 
have the means to help them feed themselves and to give them what to put 
on. It may seem ironic to talk to them about culture and scientific research. 

One year later, no ambiguity remained in the blunt reply that Vice 
President and Budget Minister, Luigi Einaudi, gave to an urgent re-
quest for money by the CNR president, Guido Colonnetti: 

Our supreme duty is to put an end to the huge gap in the State budget and 
particularly to do whatever we can to prevent that, in order to bridge that 
frightful gap, we are obliged to the worst of means, that is to operate the 
press of the Bank of Italy…. a means that would bring the death of our 
economy and the dissolution of the State. 

How did it come about that the State funded an expensive cutting-edge 
research project at a time of financial austerity and dire need? How was 
it that Domenico Marotta was able to provide Ernst Boris Chain with 
the lavish world class research laboratory he had unsuccessfully pur-
sued in England? Other health and research related public expenditures 
pale in comparison to the amount the Italian government spent on the 
fabbrica della penicillina8. Various sources put the final costs of the fab-
brica between L 1.200 and L 1.700 million, with ad hoc payments of 
L 700 million. The 1947 health budget allocated L 250 million to con-
sorzi antitubercolari, the state anti-tuberculosis community services, to 
combat one of the most pressing public health issues in postwar Italy. 
As for state-funded research, the budget for CNR over the years 1946, 
1947 and 1948 was, respectively, sixty-four, 200 and 250 million liras.
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Ambiguities, silences and misunderstandings about the goals of the 
fabbrica had lingered over its entire story, from the original idea in 
1946, to 1961, when production eventually stopped. The initial offer 
from the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 
(UNRRA) was unambiguous and the Italian government’s intentions 
to build a State-owned plant to produce ‘state-penicillin’ followed 
suit. Who first suggested turning the production plant into a research 
laboratory is less clear. According to Clark, ‘Marotta clearly had lit-
tle idea of what was involved with the UNRRA donation’ and, when 
Chain visited the Institute, ‘most of its components were still un-
packed’9. Chain advised Marotta that ‘it was utterly uneconomical 
to put up the technically antiquated plant’ donated by UNRRA, and 
that ‘there was no case for the State to interfere with industry’ in 
the distribution or selling of state-penicillin. However, Chain notes 
that ‘I added that such a fermentation pilot plant would considerably 
strengthen the biochemistry department which he told me (empha-
sis added) he had the intention of organising’. According to Chain, 
Marotta was ‘well aware’ of Italy’s backwardness in modern bio-
chemistry, caused by her isolation during the autarky and the war. As 
a further argument in favour of a biochemistry department, Marotta 
pointed out that ‘he had just succeeded in securing the services of 
the pharmacologist Daniel Bovet’. The strong position Chain took 
against a state factory is directly antithetical to the projects he had 
repeatedly submitted to the MRC and the Ministry of Health in the 
UK. In a detailed 1949 memorandum he envisaged ‘a state-owned 
penicillin factory’ in order to make the State ‘independent of pri-
vate enterprise for the supply of one of the most important and now 
frequently-used drugs in medicine’ in order ‘to produce this drug at 
lower cost’. Why Chain’s advice to Marotta was so different from 
his plans in Britain is not obvious. Maybe, as Clark suggests, Chain 
had ‘divided feelings’ over what to do. Possibly Chain considered 
the capabilities and perspectives of the Italian pharmaceutical indus-
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try to be inferior. Or perhaps he just decided to take from the many 
options he had at that time, the one which gave him the best chance 
of obtaining the massive outlay of money, manpower and materi-
als needed to secure himself a place in the international world of 
antibiotics. 
That the State gave Marotta in postwar destitute Italy what Chain had 
been denied in England demonstrates, as Bud suggests, ‘Italian am-
bitions for a great future and their pride in a distinguished past con-
trasted with present poverty’10. This makes sense in a tense climate 
of the ‘unjust’ Paris peace and the nationalistic calls to an imagined 
past. It is also a tribute to Marotta’s astute political manoeuvring: 
Chain repeatedly mentions the apparently unlimited funds which 
Marotta was so adept at conjuring up from the Italian government 
with bipartisan support from parliament. 
When additional state financing was requested in order ‘to improve 
and complete the production plant and upgrade its capacity to two 
hundred million o.u.’, the special Health Committee of the Senate 
asked for explanations of past expenditure and the new request. The 
situation had changed since 1947, when the first instalment had 
been granted with no questions asked. Two private companies were 
now producing penicillin (and streptomycin) in Italy, providing the 
benchmarks expected from the ISS plant. A sceptical senator ob-
jected that the total expenditure for the fabbrica was now over one 
billion liras ‘an amount at least equal, if not higher, than the cost of 
the private plants, which are not experimental and are at least twice 
as big as the ISS plant’. Objections were also raised to the generic 
justifications for the expenditure, which read ‘to buy materials now 
lacking, part in the US, and part in Italy: 330 million liras; for a new 
electric power station: twenty million liras’. The use of the fabbrica 
was also called into question: ‘what is this plant going to do? Sell 
penicillin at production costs? Compete with private companies? 
Will hospitals be asked or obliged to buy or use state-penicillin?’. 
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However, appeals to Marotta’s scientific fame and personal reputa-
tion silenced the few dissenting voices. Parliamentary records re-
port that on 22 February 1951 the president of the Senate Health 
Commission asserted that ‘the decree has the seal of the most out-
standing expert, the director of the Istituto Superiore della Sanità’. 
From the opposition benches, Senator Silvestrini of the Socialist 
party called for a vote of approval ‘because the person running this 
Institute is a scientist of not just Italian but of world fame, professor 
Marotta’. Proposals for an ‘inspection’ or even an ‘informal visit’ to 
the ISS were quickly dismissed as a ‘waste of time’ when ‘pressing 
problems’ required a prompt approval of the funding. In addition, 
opposition parties supported the fabbrica as a dialectic weapon for 
their policy of placing the production of (at least) essential drugs 
under state control, analogous with the state’s monopolistic produc-
tion of quinine at the dawn of the century.
The crux of the matter is that the ambiguity was in the ‘fabbrica’ it-
self. What was called la fabbrica della penicillina actually combined 
industrial production with basic and technological research through 
the amalgamation of several multidisciplinary teams of over one hun-
dred people, in genetics, fermentation techniques and technology, 
mycology, biochemistry and physics11. The kaleidoscopic activities 
performed by the International Center under the convenient shield 
and deceptive umbrella of the fabbrica della penicillina allowed 
them to claim whatever goal most suited funders’ expectations. Of 
these, the production of penicillin was a sure failure. Gualandi, one 
of ‘Chain’s babies’, frankly admitted that ‘no one could qualify’ the 
state production of penicillin as ‘an economic and scientific success’ 
and that ‘the few tons regularly given to the Army and the Red Cross 
could have been bought for much less at market prices’. Production 
started in 1952, too late to help with the crisis caused by the US 
embargo on penicillin and streptomycin following the outbreak of 
the Korean War, and to successfully enter a market already crowded 
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with private firms – domestic and subsidiaries of US, French and 
British companies – overstocked with first and second generation 
antibiotics. 
The Center, however, was also a world renowned scientific centre, 
attracting trainees and important scientists from all over the world 
and apparently reversing the brain drain which had been scattering 
Italian scientists since the inter-war years. In 1951, the Center was 
affiliated with the WHO program to ‘stimulate the production of 
penicillin’ in developing countries, with Chain chairing the WHO 
Expert Committee on Antibiotics, enhancing the reputation of the 
ISS and its director. In 1959, an article in New Scientist celebrat-
ing Ernst Chain, praised the Istituto Superiore di Sanità ‘as a model 
of a smoothly run government organisation’ and also ‘a tribute to 
the administrative genius and personality of its director, Domenico 
Marotta’. Commemorative practices have boasted that the Centre 
‘resulted in the growth of the antibiotic industry in Italy’ and paved 
the way for the development of Italian biochemical research. The 
Italian pharmaceutical industry did undergo an astounding expan-
sion in the 1950s. However, this never included antibiotics produced 
by fermentation, a process too expensive for the capital-stripped 
Italian firms. In addition, without a solid scientific base, the industry 
underwent a sudden demise in the following decades. For these rea-
sons, the momentous decisions that changed the mission of the ISS 
should be called into question.

Institutional forces and individual agency
Under the unpretentious title of ‘Integrative norms on the organisa-
tion of the Istituto Superiore di Sanità’ (Law 20 June 1952 n.724) the 
law approved just one year after the inauguration of the Centre, and 
issued in the very days the plant began production, stated that ‘The 
Istituto Superiore di Sanità performs scientific research and produc-
es sera, vaccines, antibiotic substances and other substances deemed 
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useful for its goals. It executes State controls, carries out investiga-
tions and fulfils all the other tasks entrusted by the law’ (article 1). 
By prioritising research and making regulatory and control functions 
secondary, the law did more than just revamp the old dispute over 
the primary mission of the Institute, and necessitated more than just 
management of the clash between the Mertonian ethos of academ-
ically-inclined scientists and the shop-floor perspective of profes-
sionals in government labs. The new mission of the Institute brought 
to the fore institutional and personal conflicts of interest, which po-
tentially hampered the capability of the ISS to shoulder its regulatory 
and control responsibilities in an expanding pharmaceutical market.
The change in the institutional mission of the Istituto Superiore di 
Sanità from public health intervention and training to fundamental 
research was Marotta’s lifetime masterpiece, which he had painstak-
ingly pursued and crafted, step by step, as opportunities had allowed. 
In fact, Marotta’s efforts followed an ironclad model, first explicitly 
revealed in 1942, but which can be traced back to negotiations be-
tween the Italian government and the Rockefeller Foundation in the 
early thirties12.
The new ISS came out of the war unscathed, with its resources and 
manpower significantly expanded by its 1941 reform, and was by far 
the most important biomedical research institution in the country. 
However, its lavish labs looked ‘rather empty’ and ‘devoid of origi-
nal research’ to the inquiring eyes of Ernst Chain. Marotta himself 
was well aware of the effects of the ten year-long isolation of Italian 
science during both the autarky and the war. He was also aware that 
the rise of ‘big science’, the increasing costs of doing research and 
the decline of public resources had made the traditional strategy of 
streamlining institutional funds for regulatory functions to boost his 
ambitious research projects grossly inadequate. Continuing the strat-
egy that had worked so well with the fascist regime, Marotta used 
his personal influence and reputation with the government and par-
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liament to obtain the huge state financial resources and the ad hoc 
regulatory adjustments which made the birth of the fabbrica della 
penicillina possible. Marotta himself mentioned the personal inter-
est and active intervention of the Prime Minister, Alcide De Gasperi, 
in the securing of US funding for the fabbrica. Even more impor-
tant was Marotta’s shrewd political manoeuvring, which took full 
advantage of the continuity of the State13. Marotta proudly mapped 
his ‘reference constellation’ in his acceptance speech for the honor-
ary degree in biology conferred by the University La Sapienza in 
October 1963, a few months before his arrest in April 196414. He 
claimed a shared ‘custom of life’ with a long list of people with in-
fluential positions in the liberal and/or the fascist state, particularly 
in finance. The list was headed by Luigi Einaudi, President of the 
Republic, Governor of the Bank of Italy, Minister of the Treasury 
and the Budget and Vice President of the Council of Ministers in De 
Gasperi’s third cabinet, who maintained the intellectual and mate-
rial leadership of economic policy in the postwar years. Bonaldo 
Stringher had been governor of the Bank of Italy in the thirties and 
was mentor to Beneduce, governor in postwar Italy. And there was 
Luigi Rava, initially a Minister in the liberal state and then under 
Mussolini, and Thaon de Revel, war hero in the First World War and 
Minister of the Treasury with Mussolini, and many others, including 
Francesco Saverio Nitti and Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, who had 
been Prime Ministers in the liberal state and had been restored to 
influential positions in republican Italy. All of these were mentioned 
as ‘life exemplars’, ‘mentors’ and ‘role models’, from whom he had 
received ‘tangible support’ over the years.
Marotta’s management of the Institute was therefore intensely politi-
cised, as it depended on particular relationships with the government 
and parliament. This is where Marotta and Chain’s otherwise simi-
lar attitudes toward the State and its bureaucracy possibly differed. 
Chain condemned ‘the stultifying effect of government influence on 
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research’ and attempted to become ‘as independent as possible of 
both university and government financial support’, securing private 
funds in order to escape ‘the agonising experience of fund-raising 
every year’15. Opposed to both ‘ivory-tower scientists’ and ‘oblivi-
ous industrialists’, Chain was keen to see the boundaries between in-
dustry and the academy broken down16. Chain himself consulted for 
a number of companies and several governments around the world, 
which greatly contributed to his reputation as the ‘major domo to the 
antibiotic industry of Europe’. 
Chain’s attitude certainly had an impact on changes in the govern-
ance of the Institute which slowly took place during the 1950s. In 
1957, a bylaw allowed the staff of the Institute to provide personal 
consultancy to the same companies they were supposed to control 
and inspect. The semi-private research centres created on the side of 
the Institute and the Paternò Foundation for Scientific Research be-
came the conduits for the money collected from industrial and public 
sources, including research grants and the royalties from patents de-
veloped by the Institute’s staff. Parliamentary debates on the Marotta 
affair (see below) revealed that the Paternò Foundation, headed by 
Marotta, had acquired and licensed eighty-three patents developed 
by the Institute and managed close to L 200 million in grants that, ac-
cording to Italian law, should have been routed through the Treasury. 
Fifty per cent of the royalties accrued to the Foundation was shared 
with the ISS staff. 
The semi-private arrangements of the new governance of the ISS 
brought to the fore personal and institutional conflicts of interests. 
This was further compounded by its institutional regulatory func-
tions towards the very same companies it was accepting donations 
from, selling licences to and providing with consultancies. Technical 
controls and inspections to register new medicines and authorise the 
officine farmaceutiche were delegated to the ISS. The ISS also had 
a key role in defining a ‘standard’ production price for the regis-
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tered specialties. In addition, Marotta chaired the Commission on 
the Registration of Drugs from 1948 to 1961 and served as Secretary 
and then President of the Commission of the Italian Pharmacopeia. 
Shortly before his retirement, he was also still chairing the Special 
Parliamentary Commission on patents for pharmaceuticals. 
Close ties with industry in research projects tainted the Institute’s 
institutional duties of controlling the registration of specialità me-
dicinali, its key role in fixing their prices and in inspecting the drug 
firms. Archaic legislation on the registration of specialità medicinali 
and the authorisation of officine farmaceutiche, failed to generate 
incentives for investment in fundamental and clinical research and 
hampered its much needed scientific support in the ‘modernisation’ 
of the industry and the clinic. This also created insidious fault lines 
within the Institute. A schism developed between scientists doing 
fundamental research and technicians assigned to more mundane 
service activities, such as drug registration and state controls17. This 
conflict between service and research activities is best exemplified 
by the polar positions of Giuseppe Penso and Mario Ageno, both 
influential directors of important labs. Ageno stuck to the mission 
Marotta had defined in 1942: ‘the Institute ought to be, basically, an 
institute for scientific research. The main task of its personnel must 
be pure research, completely free and disinterested, set free from 
whatever practical or applicative goal’. For him, pure research was 
also the best possible training for civil servants in charge of con-
trols and inspections. Conversely, Penso severely criticised Marotta 
for perverting the Institute’s original regulatory mission, and for his 
policy of progressively removing administrative controls.

The Marotta affair: a drama in three acts
The Marotta affair essentially typified the difficult institutionalisa-
tion of the two main features associated with modern postwar sci-
entific research: the teamwork mode of organisation and the close 
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linkage between research and commercial interests. The drama de-
veloped in three acts: the Beecham mishap, the parliamentary de-
bates and Marotta’s trial.
The first act of the drama was mostly played out within the scientific 
community, but also had significant commercial effects which fully 
manifested later18. Since the mid-1950s, Chain had been cultivating 
strong consultancy ties with the Beecham Group. Negotiations be-
tween lawyers were protracted, but in the meantime, while a new fer-
mentation plant the company was building in London with Chain’s 
advice was under construction, a small group of researchers from the 
company was being accommodated in Rome. The collaboration cul-
minated in the isolation of 6-APA, which paved the way to a number 
of clinically valuable and very profitable semi-synthetic penicillins. 
However, if Beecham researchers shared (possibly unfairly) the sci-
entific credit with their Italian hosts, the British company took all 
commercial profits. Chain later declared that ‘I had a tremendous 
amount of unpleasantness in Rome following the announcement 
of the 6-APA discovery at Brockham Park, and so had Professor 
Marotta’. Part of the unpleasantness came from ‘a lot of ill-feeling’ 
among his collaborators in Rome who, because of Chain’s private 
arrangements with Beecham, were kept in the dark during the subse-
quent development of the work they had initiated at the Institute with 
their English guests. Chain explained that the contract his lawyers 
had negotiated prohibited him from fully informing his co-workers 
of further developments of the work they had initiated in Rome and 
jointly decided ‘to follow up at some later convenient time’. 
The Beecham mishap demonstrates the problems surrounding the 
attribution of credit which arise from the teamwork typical of the or-
ganisation of postwar ‘big science’, problems which Chain himself 
had encountered in his Oxford years19. Chain’s behaviour was a clear 
break with the Mertonian values of communalism and disinterested-
ness, which require full disclosure of scientific findings irrespective 
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of personal interests. Chain’s private contractual relationship with 
Beecham adds a further category to the three modes of relationships 
between scientific and commercial interests, as described by Swann 
and further elaborated by Rasmussen, where conditions of collabo-
ration are spelled out explicitly in legally binding and usually secret 
private agreements20.
More ‘unpleasantness’ was to come in the parliamentary debate 
about the ‘fourteen questions to the minister Jervolino’ made by 
the communist MP, Messinetti, in the Camera dei Deputati on 22 
October 1963. Mentioning the Beecham story and referring to the 
many semi-private institutions that had mushroomed in the shadow 
of the Institute, Messinetti condemned the institutional and personal 
conflicts of interest which the internal governance of the institute nur-
tured. His claim was that ‘consultancy to private companies, whose 
products are controlled by the technicians of the Institute must be 
absolutely forbidden…. Integration between the controller and the 
controlled ought to be banned’. The press covered the scandal exten-
sively. L’Espresso, a left-leaning weekly, blamed Chain for having 
‘patented and ceded to an English firm a new technology invented in 
the Institute and in collaboration with its technicians’, and Marotta’s 
long and autocratic ruling of the Institute inspired  parallels with 
‘South-American kings of cocoa’. Other more restrained comments 
focussed on the poor conditions of the public administration (‘ad-
ministrative lapses and wrongdoings are inescapable facts for the 
Institute, a state of necessity due to its organisation’), an issue which 
was later taken by researchers to vindicate their behaviour. 
The parliamentary debate was just the beginning of the storm. A few 
months later, Marotta and his successor Giordano Giacomello, to-
gether with the administrative director and the financial officer of 
the Centers, were all prosecuted on various charges of malfeasance 
and misappropriation of public funds. The scientific community 
mobilised, in Italy and abroad, with Chain active participating from 
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his safe harbour within the Imperial College21. Outdated legislation 
was the culprit and, in the eyes of the Italian scientific community, 
‘così fan tutti’ was the main justification. Chain acknowledged that 
Marotta’s methods were ‘not orthodox’ but ‘he did as all people do 
in Italy’. As for the motives, according to Chain ‘Marotta used these 
methods only because of the great love he bore for the Institute’, and 
after all, ‘not a single penny ended up in his pockets’. One scien-
tist, commenting anonymously in the Parisian newspaper, Le Figaro, 
claimed that ‘legislation is behind the times. In matters of adminis-
tration the laws do not permit the development of research except 
by methods which do not always seem strictly orthodox’. An anony-
mous ‘scientist-administrator’ told the journal Science that ‘given the 
archaic character of the administrative laws of the Italian state, all 
directors of institutes inside and outside the Universities are obliged 
to act this way. This is well known and tolerated by central authori-
ties’. Bovet’s remarks to the London Times added a significant twist 
to the apparently unquestionable fact that ‘almost all true researchers 
in state organisations were guilty of more or less big, though only 
formal, crimes against the administration’. His additional concern 
was that the new state of affairs empowered what he called ‘the sub-
ordinates’, in that ‘any subordinate now has to hand the instruments 
he needs to make his superior tremble’. However, what scientists de-
scribed as a necessary behaviour to curb bottlenecks and administra-
tive red-tape went strongly against the legalistic culture of the judici-
ary. In the drama, the abstract logic of the law was personified by the 
prosecutor Ricciardi, who was described as pursuing ‘the superiority 
of the law over arbitrary acts of individuals’. The traditional ten-
sion over the mission of the Institute now emerged as a ‘deviation’, 
worthy of punishment under the law. The London Times captured the 
spirit of the time, observing that ‘the almost whimsical side of the 
sorry story is that state institutions have the money for research; it is 
just that they will now be afraid to use it’. In fact, the thunderstorm 
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hit the Italian scientific community when Italian science was appar-
ently in a much better shape than ever22. A large conference held in 
Rome in 1961 under the chairmanship of Malfatti and Giacomello 
(who succeeded Marotta as director of ISS and shared his fate in the 
trial) is regarded as the beginning of serious debate about science 
policy in Italy. The conference linked scientific research, higher edu-
cation and social and economic development for the first time and 
exposed the technology gap between Italy, Europe and the US. An 
official commitment to support science was included in the program 
of the centre-left government, which in 1963 increased the budget 
for science to 0.6 per cent of the gross national product. The arrest of 
Marotta, along with the traditional vagaries of Italian politics, halted 
a much needed change in the organisation of Italian science. 
The tragedy of the Marotta affair was that apparently no lesson was 
learnt. The new managerial culture of big science was transform-
ing life scientists from laboratory investigators into administrators 
of large programs. Ever bigger business was reshaping the bounda-
ries between public knowledge and private profits, initiating an in-
secure new ‘moral economy’ where the old Mertonian principles of 
the scientific community were as inadequate as the archaic adminis-
trative regulations of the State. The perception of a technology gap 
had raised serious doubts over the continuation of the ‘economic 
miracle’ of the late 1950s, which had been presciently explained as 
a short-lived and self-limiting episode of catch-up after a long pe-
riod of stagnation23. The early signs of an impending decline would 
be principally revealed in the more knowledge-based sectors of the 
economy, such as the pharmaceutical industry, which had under-
gone the worldwide revolution that had apparently saved Italy24. The 
Italian pharmaceutical industry adapted well to the postwar climate 
of radical technological change, fierce competition over new prod-
ucts and diminishing prices, by buying licences from foreign firms, 
reverse engineering their production processes and overflowing the 
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drug market with copies of the same substances. Protectionist leg-
islation safeguarded the domestic market, the archaic regulation of 
which was poorly policed. Low wages and high prices ensured fat 
profits to an industry which successfully resisted ‘Americanization’ 
during the reconstruction years and, later, ‘Europeanisation’. A con-
temporary witness crudely summarised reasons for the backward-
ness of Italian industry: ‘We produce by copying rather than stud-
ying because it is much more profitable to re-make than to make, 
much more convenient to copy than to take risks, and this imita-
tion needs just small brains and little money, small men in small 
firms’. However, this succeeded for short-term profits rather than 
long-term prospects and did not prevent the slide into technological 
and economic dependency on other countries. Acquisition, the most 
obvious sign of economic and technological dependency, started in 
the knowledge-based sector of pharmaceuticals and in the produc-
tion of penicillin particularly, at the cutting edge of the technological 
frontier. As early as 1947, the American multinational Squibb had 
bought Palma to sell penicillin and later streptomycin on the Italian 
market. This was the start of the pharmaceutical industry’s slide into 
technological dependency, and the transformation of Italy into a con-
sumption market for drugs in the late 1950s and 1960s.

Concluding comments
The postwar world of ‘big science and bigger business’ was not a 
place for insular institutions in science, or for ‘small men and little 
money’ in industry. In the early postwar years, science was essen-
tially conceived by the Italian government as a cultural engagement 
to be left for better times. Science policy was only given serious 
consideration in the early 1960s, when its contributions to the social 
and economic growth of the nation became a political issue. The 
absence of a policy for science left the sheer survival of scientific 
enterprises to the initiative of isolated individuals and their personal 
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connections. Political manoeuvring invited secrecy of means and 
ambiguity of goals, which contributed to distorted priorities in the 
allocation of scarce resources and fostered ‘the enclosure effect’, 
where each (marginally) successful institution ‘perceived itself as a 
pole of excellence and did not develop any contact with other similar 
institutional frameworks’25. In essence, this explains why the spend-
ing of a huge amount of precious money for the fabbrica della peni-
cillina gave so little in return. Transforming the only public health 
agency of the state into one of many world-renowned research cen-
tres actually worked against the modernisation of the pharmaceu-
tical industry and hampered the regulatory capabilities of a public 
administration maintaining an archaic legislation. The tunnel visions 
and soaring ambitions of Marotta and Chain, together with the ab-
sence of a science policy and the presence of the liberal protection-
ism which guided the postwar reconstruction process, helped to keep 
the Italian pharmaceutical industry on its remunerative path of small 
risk and high profits in a protected market: a strategy for short term 
profits, not long-term prospects.
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